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INTERVIEW WITH MILTON GREENHALGH, 13 September 1985. 
Allen: Milt, you were one of the early students here. When did 
you start? 
Milt: I started here in 1930, and I came in Sept. of 1930, and I 
came to the Fairfield Avenue Jr. College, Cortright was the 
president at that time and the the dean was Dean Wallace, and the 
various departments as I recall was Chm. of Chemistry, of course, 
was our friend Dr. Ropp, and in Physics was a Dr. Nicholas 
Nicholas Alexandroff. In Math, it was Prof. Ballou and in lan-
guage it was Zampierre and in English was Dean Scurr. This was 
the nucleus of the campus when I came. There was, at the same 
time I came, a new Physical Education man, whom we called "Dad 
White", who was also the coach, and we had other professors at 
that time that came in, there was a fellow I remember by the name 
of Chase who was in the Hygienics Dept. He gave the lectures to 
the freshman on Hygiene and the like, there were also Prof. 
Everett and Herren. Herren was in the business and of course 
Goulding was in English, along with Dean scurr. I believe there 
was another teacher in German whose name I can't recall right 
now, but I may have some recollection of her. She was a young 
German teacher. Primarily this was the neucleus of the college 
when I came, and the great thing about it of course was the fact 
that we had small classes, and the, I thought the teaching was 
very good from the standpoint that if you were absent a day or 
missed a class, somehow, you couldn't quite get away with it 
without being notified through some manner of means whether the 
Prof would say "I didn't see you in school today" and so on. 
There was quite a bit of, shall we say rapport between the profs 
and the students. we had a women's room, a locker room, which 
was a locker room and we also had a men's room, and most of the 
times you met in these locations and we only had one building. 
And we, in having one building we were very close to one another, 
and there weren't any lunch facilities so you had two options, 
one of bringing your own lunch, in some cases eating in the car 
or going over to Elwood's diner on State Street, or where some of 
the profs went down to what we called the restaurant on the Cor-
ner of Fairfield Ave. and Park Ave., which was a restaurant where 
some of the profs ate, or we might even go to the YM which was 
just over on State Street. So you knew most of the students in 
your class you knew where they came from, and so on, and we had 
quite a diversied group of students when you think of it, back in 
1930. We had students from Danbury, Westport, New Haven, and ac-
tually we had some living in, of course we didn't have any dorm 
facilities at that time, we had some actually living in the YM 
and so on. And we used to have quite a bit of rapport with Dad 
White. Dad White was a great conversationalist, his claim to 
fame was that he had coached Corredio in high school. I forget 
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if it was Mt. Vernon or one of those Westchester high schools, 
and he had gone on to be the famous quarterback of the team and 
that was Dad White's claim to fame. The other thing I remember 
distinctly about Dad White is he learned a new word everyday, 
going into the Library. The Library was a very small section of 
the building, and of course there weren't the volumes of books 
but usually the books were there that you needed and so on. In 
short, oh there was one other prof. I think skipped, was Prof. 
Everett. Everett being in Psychology, Biology or what you make 
but we had a very good faculty. Dean scurr was really good, and 
so you almost knew what everybody was doing on there on campus 
and there wern't too many. I believe somewhere in the neighbor-
hood of 100 students, somewhere in that short period of time and 
of course I had any number of conversations with Cortright. He 
was accessible. 
Allen: Tell us a little about Cortright. 
Milt: Cortright was a, I'd known about him because he had come 
from being the supt. of Schools in Bridgeport, and I think one 
thing he recognized more than anything else was the fact that 
the re wasn't any place for people in Bridgeport, who in those 
days were right in the midst of a depression who could, wanted to 
go to college and couldn't afford to go to college. As a matter 
of fact in those days it was quite the mode not to choose a col-
lege from the standpoint, you could get into but what you could 
afford, and I can remember going down to the Library and looking 
through a group of books and all we did was look for the tuition 
and how much it cost, rather than what were the acedemic 
qualifications of the universities. It was, and most of the 
people that were there were under these circumstances. They were 
under the circumstances that they didn't have that much money 
that they could go away, and they Cortright had the vision to 
start this Jr. College. The one thing I think he did that other 
Jr. Colleges didn't do, he selected an excellent faculty. The 
basic faculty in the Jr. College, all of the people were well 
qualified teachers. There were some not as good as others, but 
on the whole they were well qualified and the thing about it I 
believe that Cortright seemed to have a, shall we say, a vision 
that this school would develop into a good Jr. College, if not 
one of the best in the country, and my understanding later on 
that when this was assessed, that the Jr. College did have a high 
rating. One of the things we had in the university was the Phi 
Theta Kappa, which was analagous to Phi Beta Kappa, and it was, 
we had a lot of good times, we had a lot of fun, and of course we 
had athletic teams. Myself, I played soccer, I also played bas-
ketball and we did not have a football team but we had a soccer 
team, a basketball team and a baseball team. And two of these 
sports I played both on the basketball and soccer teams. There 
were no scholarships, naturally, and everybody took the time, we 
had a good time, and as I say there was no lunch facilities. I 
believe in the second year when I was there that the supt. of the 
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Buildings and Grounds, which was old man Pawson and his wife, 
they used to sell sandwiches and maybe some cupcakes over in the 
Drafting Room, and we had, I can remember, that one of the draft-
ing people was a man from Harding High School, a good drafting 
instructor by the name of Beans and he was a friend of a fellow 
who later taught part time at UB by the name of Frank Harn, and 
they taught various courses but Beans was the one who taught, not 
only Mechanical Drafting but Descriptive Geometry and the like. 
But in all, as I said before, it was closely knit school, you 
knew the students and we had a lot of good times. 
I remember that we had a few dances. One I remember being out at 
Charnp's Farm in Black Rock, and so, all in all, we had what I 
considered a quite good from the standpoint of things. 
Allen: Corning back to Cortright for a minute. He had previously 
been supt. of Schools .
Milt: He had been supt. of Schools, he had been Principal of a 
school, he had been Principal of a school, I forget the name of 
it, it's up behind, the remnants of it is up behind the Jail. He 
was there and then he was Supt. of Schools and then he 
Allen: Why did he leave as supt. of Schools, do you know? 
Milt: Well, one thing I think was he always had in his mind to 
start a Jr. College, and I came across a man, how I got inter-
ested in the Jr. College was through a man who had been sort of 
on the Board and one of those people who Cortright had come to, 
and said we'd like to start a university and Jr. College rather 
down inhere and he was one of the fellows who went along with 
him. 
Allen: Do you remember who that was? 
Milt: Yes, it was an Atty. Daniel Brennan, long since gone. I 
can remember, he came and attended some of the night school 
classes here, and he was the one who got me interested in corning 
to the Jr. College. And on a number of occasions I had talked to 
Cortright because after I had been in the school, for two years, 
in my third year, Dr. Ropp asked me if I could help him teach, 
and in my third year I went over and started to teach, and I can 
remember Dr. Ropp and I going into Cortright' s off ice and Dr. 
Ropp explaining to Cortright what I was going to do. The thing 
about it was that I was to help Dr. Ropp run the Labs, I was to 
give the Lab instructions, I was to correct the Lab papers and so 
on, down the line and keep track of all the students and this and 
that and a number of other things besides setting up all the ex-
per irnents and at the end of the year I would be paid whatever the 
school saw fit to pay me. At the same time I was taking some 
courses, and at the end of the year, of course, there wasn't any 
money and so Dr. Ropp gave me a gold piece because he was ernbar-
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rassed that after a year's work that there wasn't any money left 
to pay me, and so he then said well, which I still have today 
incidentally , I still have that gold piece today and then the, I 
graduated in '33, and then they asked me if I would help Dr. Ropp 
during the, again, during the interim and I did this until about 
a year and then Dr. Ropp asked me if I would teach the evening 
school. Again I went to see Cortright and Cortright said "fine" 
and I started to teach in the evening school completely takng 
over Dr. Ropp' s class, and so, and then naturally as we went 
along and I taught until we came into the war, this was world war 
II, and two things happened at the university at that time. One 
was of course, people were being drafted but at the same time 
people were being, going to the university, being sent by various 
companies to take courses. And of course the favorite course was 
the Chemistry course and I know at one time there was some 
question, of course shortly after that of course Halsey came. He 
became our President and Cortright relinquished duties bit by 
bit, and during that time there was a question of whether the 
school would be carried on, because there were so many students, 
there wern't too many students . It was odd that the number of 
students in the total school, the evening class, I can remember 
had about 35 students which was the largest class in the whole 
school. And we muddled through the war. And teaching a lot of 
people, mostly defense workers in the evening school and some day 
students, too, who sprinkled over into the night school and but 
the day school was just about done, holding on because there 
weren't too many students, and then of course what happened was 
at the end of the war the university, of course, became affected 
by the GI Bill and the thing grew overnight. It was really a 
transition you couldn't really visualize. There were about three 
people registering. I used to register students, this was part 
of the job, and here again, there was no pay for it, registering 
students, and Halsey and I were registering students together 
with someone else , I can't just remember, up on Fairfield 
Avenue, the old Jr. College upstairs in the Assembly Hall, and 
pretty soon we couldn't believe it, we looked out and there was a 
line outside there, down the stairs, out into the street and up 
to Bassick High School, and here we were trying to register these 
students. We went out and told the people that, trying to cut the 
line off, and told them to come back the next night. The next 
night we got a little, a few more people to help us register and 
it was absolutly phenominal the number of students who were 
trying to get into school, and the classes just grew and grew and 
grew and there was no place to put them, and, I remember one of 
the unique ventures that I had was then they were trying to ex-
pand and trying to find out where we could get additional class 
rooms. The building behind the university, they started to buy 
the buildings next door and then we took over a building called 
the Lalley home, and we had actually established a dormitory in 
there for women and I can remember at one time that, and then 
Littlefield came in about that time. 
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Littlefield came in as sort of an assistant to Halsey, and at one 
time there, they had delivered to the school a whole number of 
lockers which were going to be lined up to the school because 
there simply was not enough lockers to take care of all the 
students, and one of the unique things about it was that Lit-
tlef ield bought all these lockers, and they were delivered, and 
in a bag was delivered the keys but no identification. One of my 
jobs that Halsey asked me to do was to try and find out all these 
keys for these lockers which you can immagine was quite a job. A 
time consuming job. And then we started to do it by the process 
of elimination and we gradually got to the point where we had 
keys for all lockers, but it was, people just can't immagine the 
things that were being done in those days just to keep the school 
going, and, but it grew but we had a lot of fun with it, a lot of 
growing pains, and then of course we transferred after the war 
down to the campus down here because there was no way we could 
accommodate the number of students we had. The Chemistry classes 
after the war, on this campus, down here, was as high as a 100 to 
120 students at one time in this school. I was teaching a class 
of 120 and had three assistants in the Lab. That was the height 
of the hey day and we were just deluged with students, I mean, 
and registration closed out just as fast as they put the numbers 
up, they closed out. The likes of it we will probably never see 
again, and, but the transformation of the Jr. College during the 
transformation up on the campus at Fairfield Avenue, Jim Halsey 
called me at home one night and told me that a group of veterans 
were being released from the Army and other services, and the 
government agency who was handling this came to Halsey and said 
these people will be coming in somewhere in October and theyanted 
them brought right into the courses and there was a number of 
them coming into Chemistry, and the, Jim at that time told me 
that they told him that if your're going to benefit from the GI 
Bill you are going to take care of some of these things and you 
got to do it, you got to intergrate these students and fuse them 
into your program. Well, the only way we could do this, oddly 
enough, was to teach on Saturday and Sunday mornings which we 
did. we held courses on Saturday and Sunday mornings until that 
group caught up with the regular one and then we absorbed them 
into the regular class. These were the sort of things we went 
through, that perhaps people today wouldn't even conceive of, you 
know, and you can immagine starting a group of veterans in mid 
October, and there was a great change in the students. As a mat-
ter of fact, those students immediately after the war, in that 
short area, were the best students I've ever had in all my 
teaching. They were here to learn, some of them had been in 
school before and had not done well, this time they were going to 
do well. It is amazing the number of doctors, dentists, lawyers, 
etc., that came out of that whole group of students, and by far 
they were the best and we had a spirit with those students at 
that time that was second to none. 
All in all when we go back, the whole thing , we can honestly say 
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the old Jr. College was a unique school, and really I don't ever 
regret having been in the school because I don't think the stu-
dents today will ever get the rapport I had with the faculty 
'cause you can irnmagine the classes were real small and in one 
class I can remember we didn't have anymore than 10 or 11 stu-
dents and the prof. knew these, and you knew everything on campus 
and so forth and so on, and all in all and the profs. were all 
good, some were better than others but on the whole they were 
very good profs. 
Allen: Did you go on to Sr. College after Jr. College? 
Milton: No I stayed at Jr. College and took a number of courses 
and took some Chemistry courses at Yale, and so on. At that time 
we did not give the Bachelor's Degree in Chemistry, and so Dr. 
Ropp and I talked about what would be done about that, and all of 
a sudden I found myself being given a Master of Science Degree 
and so that's what happened to me. I, shortly afterwards I took 
a number of courses and also went back and reviewed all courses 
of, in Chemistry, under the, during the war, right after war I 
went back to all the courses in Chemistry and reiewed them all 
again right up the line from general,qual & quant, because I'd 
been teaching Qual and Quant and I had organic, and then I did 
Physical Chemistry and so forth. I had all the qualifications 
for a degree but the school did not give a degree at that time. 
Dr.Ropp and I spoke about my getting a course, of all things, 
you'd be interested in this, Bill, in History, because I'd taken 
a couple of History courses and one from old officer Allen and 
one from Dr. Shafer and some other courses, I forget how many 
courses I took, and then of course I took some courses at Yale 
and Polymer Chemistry, and so at the end, Dr. Ropp, we were talk-
ing about it and all of a sudden one day he said I think we are 
going to give you a Master of Science Degree because in that in-
terim I had done a lot of work and a lot of papers and so forth, 
so in short what happend, I guess, was I got credit for every-
thing that was done, but we didn't have a degree in Chemistry. I 
came very close to doing it in History, very close. In fact I 
was only short one or two courses in History cause I had taken, I 
don't know how many courses. 
Allen: You missed my classes. 
Mil ton: Yes, I missed your classes. I took Dr. Shafer. Well, 
Wallace, I took a course in world History with him, and European 
History, Amercan History with Shafer, and I forget the other 
courses. I also took I forget what other courses I took at that 
time. 
Allen: Did you take a course with Chamberlain? 
Milt: No, I never took a course with Chamberlain. He came in, I 
can't rmember when he started . He came into the Jr. College but 
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he was not one of the early ones. The early ones were of course 
Dean Wallace who was quite a-
Allen: Tell us a little bit about him. I never knew him. 
Milt: Well, Dean Wallace was the kind of a fellow, I always 
remember him because he not only wore suspenders, but he wore a 
belt at the same time and he used to snap the belt, and he was an 
actor. He was sort of a Shakespearean actor. Maybe he should 
have been a Shakespearean actor, but there was neve a dull moment 
in his class. Let's put it this way, and he'd snap the things 
and he'd shout out the window, and everything like this and he 
was quite good, and I can remember him one day I was, he was 
Dean, of course, at the same time, and I got a note that I had to 
go to his office and I went to the office and he said to me, 
"Greenhalgh, I think you're wasting your time" and I said, "well, 
no I'm taking these courses and everthing like that, you know" 
and so forth and he says, "no, I think you could do a great many 
more things " so he took me in hand and took me down to the 
Library and pointed to a group of books on the Library shelves 
and said "I want you to start reading these History Books and as 
you read each one I want you to come in and as you finish them 
and come into the office and talk to me." And he says -we'll see 
about whether you'll write something on them or whether you will 
not." So I started to read the History books and report to 
Wallace. He was that kind of a fellow. He thought that I was 
wasting my time, that he'd seen me around the school just sitting 
and, of course, that was the bad thing about the school, you 
couldn't hide anywhere, there wasn't anywhere you could hide, and 
so he said, know, and dhe knew that I'd been working with Dr. 
Ropp, and so forth and so on, and, but wallace was quite, in-
cidentally he was a relative of the Wallace that ran for Vice 
President. One unique thing about him I remember, he used to cut 
the grass at his house on Norman Street, this is how well you 
knew the profs., in his bare feet and this became known around 
campus, but you see, none of the people on campus at that time 
could escape being under scrutiny just as you were under 
scrutinyy, they were under scrutiny. You knew where they lived, 
what they did, and a lot of them had little personal 
idiosyncracies. 
Allen: Such as 
Milt: Well, the, Ballou, the Math teacher, chewed a cud. we 
could never find out what he was chewing, but he had a great many 
funny things, he would never leave the seat and he would solve 
all the problems by reaching back on the board, and with a piece 
of chalk, and I can remember the things about him more unique 
than anything else. One thing he used to do was, you gave a, you 
had to hand in homework which today is absolutly ridiculous and 
nobody hands in homework, particularly in the high schools and so 
you had one problem to a page. And then you had to hand in at 
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the end of the year, and this is Calculus now, you had to hand in 
all your homework which he proceeded to weigh on a balance and he 
would weigh it and you would be assigned a weight. It was, and 
we had in that class a girl by the name of Simingder, who at that 
time was an absolute whiz, and one of my jobs was to find out how 
many problems Mildred had done over night, and it was usually in 
the 20's and I would sit in the Library with Mildred, and find 
out how much she did and signal out the window to the porch to 
the other students and how many and many of them would faint when 
I went up into the 17's and 20's, and one of the unique things 
about was that Ballou gave an exam one year and somebody asked 
him prior to the exam what the exam was going to be on and we'd 
gone up to page 223 in the book, and so everybody said o.k. they 
went to 223. The day of the exam came and he said turn your 
books over to page 225 and someone pointed out that we'd only got 
to page 223, and he said any damn fool can do those problems, you 
know about them, let's see what you can do on page 225, do as 
many of those as you can in the next two hours. That was the 
exam. He was a very interesting man, and one of the things you 
learned about him was that if he had anything on his desk, don't 
ask him about it, because one of the fellows came in one day and 
he had a coffee can on his desk, and so the fellow said "what's 
the coffee can for" and Ballou said, "why do you ask because what 
I want you to do is by Calculus, prove that they use the smallest 
amount of tin to enclose a pound a coffee, getting the volume of 
coffee as a pound and prove it by calculus", and from then on 
nobody would ask what is on his desk, no matter what, because if 
you did you might end up with the problem. It was a good course 
and as you can see, there is no way you got out of your homework 
and you had to hand it in and then he weighed it. Of course, 
he'd look at the problems, and so forth and so on, and he was 
quite unique. 
Allen: I understand he lived on Norman Street and then drove to 
the school. 
Milt: That's right. We knew all these things about him. They 
had one unique prof. on, Prof. Alexandroff, Dr. Alexandroff. He 
was a very interesting man. He was a very good friend of Igor 
Sikorsky's. Came over here and started to teach. He had a very 
interesting Russian background and lots of times when he got a 
chance to talk to him, we would talk to him. we had met his wife 
and so forth. Very interesting man, and we understood at that 
time, he was Count Nicholas Nicholas Alexandroff under the old 
imperial Russia. He had escaped from Russia, he was left for 
dead in the cellar of his home with the Revolutionists. He came 
into Algiers was teaching at Algiers, went into Paris, and then 
came over and started teaching at MIT, and then came down with 
Sikorsky and started to teach Physics. A brilliant man. One of 
his things was that he had developed a system which was indicated 
in the Bridgeport Post, and what he had done was to take some 
plastic material and fashion them into the way the wing struts 
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were on the plane and then bent them under certain conditions and 
used a nipple prism to get various colors out there showing the 
greatest stress. Quite a unique thing and he had developed that 
in the lab down here, and we worked with him. He was, but one of 
the unique things about him was he was a typical Russian prof. 
and not used to the Americanization. One interesting story told 
about him was that, he came in one day and said, "remember how I 
am going to do this system", typical Russian, dialect and so 
forth that he had, and he said "number one , number one, you will 
do the test. Number two,you will do the quiz. Number three, you 
will do the exam. Number four, you will do the laboratory work, 
and number five, and he thought for a minute, and a voice came 
from the back and said,"no goofing". And he said, "number five, 
no goofing." And so everybody was laughing. He came in the 
next day and he said, "all right, I repeat what I do in class. 
Number one is the test, number two is the quiz, number three is 
the lab, number four is the exam and number five you are familiar 
with." 
Some one had told him about it in the meantime. So one day one 
of the fellows, he had the unique thing of being able to make a 
perfect circle, he was a very small man, and of course we had 
other Russians in the class at the same time. As a matter of 
fact there was a kid in the class with him that he knew quite 
well by the name of Denisoff. Igor Denisoff whose' father was 
the head of the Cossacks. He was the commander of the Cossacks 
and there was another chap, I forget his name now, it became with 
a "W", Russian name, his father was the financial advisor to the 
Csar, and the pictures they showed in lab were indicative of all 
the graudeur of the royal family, and all these people were parts 
of this family, and so on, and so - he later left the university 
and started a Russian school up on the Hudson somewhere and he 
would, upon being introduced to him, he was a typical Russian 
Count, because he would click his heels and bend at the waist 
when he was introduced to you. And bow his head and shake his 
hand and it, you know, it was quite unique and you got to know 
him pretty well, and he gave a very excellent course. 
Allen: Another Russian at that time was the buildings and 
grounds person, Alexis Boldakoff. 
Milt: Yes, he came in a little later after Pawson. I knew him 
quite well and so forth, but Pawson was the first and Boldakoff 
took over. 
Allen: Boldakoff was quite a talented individual too. 
Milt: Yes, yes. He had a lot of attributes and stories and 
things, and we got to know him, and so forth and so on, and he 
was a very good friend of Dr. Ropp's. 
Allen: I understand that Boldakoff had designed many of the Rus-
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sian churches in the neighborhood. 
Milt: Yes, he did a lot of work with the Russian people in the 
neighborhood, particularly on the East Side. I think there was 
one church over on the East Side that he had done some work on 
design, bringing the designs from Russia, the original designs of 
Russia, and he was very active in the Russian Orthodox Church .
Yes, he was a interesting individual. 
Allen: I hear a lot of stories about Zampierre. 
Milt: well, Zampierre was a character. He was a real character. 
Zampierre, of course, was a friend of Mussolini's and he used to 
tell us all the stories about Mussolini and he started, and so 
forth. He was quite a character. He had the reputation too, 
for, shall we say, I think Zampierre liked to drink a bit and 
there were times when we weren't quite sure whether Zampierre was 
totally sober or not, but he was a very unique individual. Well 
liked by a lot of people, and so on, and a very good teacher of 
French and Italian. Maybe not so good in the other languages. 
This is why at one stage of the game that they brought in another 
German prof, a young gal who came in. She only stayed there 
about a year, and she was teaching German, primarily, maybe one 
of the other languages but primarily German, Frau , I forget her 
name. So it, but Zampierre was really a character. He gave us a 
lot of insight on Musollini and so on. 
Allen: I understand he also met Hitler a few times. 
Milt: Yes, he had met Hitler a couple of times and he had told us 
that they were, I can remember him describing them to some extent 
as being somewhat alike. Their same approach. 
Allen: You mean Zampierre and Hitler? 
Milt: Yes,find out what the weak point of the country was and 
then grow on that using young people. They both had the same 
-This was pointed out .
Allen: Hitler and Musollini. 
Milt: Hitler and Mussolini. was to find the weak point, what the 
country didn't like, what was bad about the country. Well, as he 
used to explain to us was that Mussolini fought the Italian 
Government and the royal family, was totally corrupt. And so he, 
the trains were never on time, and all junk you've heard about, 
but on the other hand and then he said that Mussolini started on 
that, but he patterned himself after Hitler because they both 
started to develop the youth. I can remember one time when we 
were in school a whole group of young Italians came over to at-
tend a football game at Yale, and Zampierre was very much inter-
ested in these Italians coming over, a whole group of them and 
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these were the young Italians that Mussolini was using, but they 
used about the same approach, but I think Zampierre pointed out 
at that time that Mussolini would not win out with Hitler. Hit-
ler would take him over sooner or later .
Allen: Dean scurr. 
Milt: Dean Scurr was a real, shall we say, a real Lady. Dean 
Scurr was quite a lady. She was a very good English teacher, 
very good in Shakespeare, and I enjoyed her quite a bit. I got 
to know her quite well, and she was of high character, and I 
guess one of the best English scholars around from that 
standpoint. 
Allen: As a person? 
Milt: As a person, yes, she was interesting to talk to, very easy 
to learn. You see, most of the profs. were easy to talk to. 
There weren't any that you couldn't really go in and talk to and 
know about and so on. She was sharp. I had one occasion with 
her that I used to kid her about, and that wa~ I had written a, 
oh, shall we say a theme on Chemistry and Aviation and I handed 
in, I believe at that time maybe about a c. plus, and the next 
year a student took mine and really wrote about the same thing 
using mine as a background, and I remembei he got a B and the 
following year, somebody put it in and got a B plus. (end of tape 
on side #1) 
Milt: I told her about it, al though not wanting to get anybody 
in trouble. She Said, "Oh I know. This was like a great book, 
great books grow on you after a while. She was smart knowing 
that what the difference in the grade was primarily because they 
had had improved on the original. Because what they saw was on 
the margin of mine was what she had, comments she had made, so 
those comments were put in the change, each y,ear so she turned it 
around and said well, there are a lot of good books, they grow on 
you. She was quite a gal. 
Allen: Did you know Charles Goulding at all? 
Milt: Yes, I knew Charles Goulding. We used to call him Rudy 
Vallee. Because he looked a lot like Rudy Vallee. I got to know 
him quite well. Never had him in class, but got to know him very 
well. You see, this was another point. You might not have the 
prof. but you would know him, and he was another good English 
scholar. Very nice chap, that I talked to any number of times. 
Very quiet, but if you took a quick look at him in those days you 
could see the likeness to Rudy Vallee. He was a nice Joe. 
Allen: Earle Bigsbee 
Milt: Oh, Earle. I got to know Earle quite well, of course. 
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Earle came in in Physics. I never had him in class 'cause I had 
Alexandroff, but Earle Bigsbee was a good fellow that I got to 
know very well, because he was a very good friend of Dr. Ropp's 
and we I got to know him quite well from the standpoint of being, 
when I started to teach, and so forth, why then he, Earle was a 
good man. 
Allen: we've talked an awful lot about Dr. Ropp. Do you want to 
talk a little more about him as a person? 
Milt: Well, Doc Ropp. The funny thing about Doc Ropp and myself 
was that I had met Dr. Ropp sometime before corning to the school. 
Social occasions, they were, and I came to school, and he was the 
chap. He was a good, tough, Chemistry teacher. Very fair, very 
good, and so on. He and I got to, on a couple of occasions, got 
into a little difficulties over a couple of lab Experiments and I 
got to a point where I did not speak to him for a least a couple 
of months because of some difference in opinion we had, and, 
however, the thing was I was amazed when be came to me and said, 
would you like to help me in Chemistry? And then we became fast 
friends. And, of course, we've been fast friends over all these 
years, and we laugh at some of the things that caused, one of the 
things that caused the difficulty was that I had rigged up a lab 
experiment that was working pretty well and Doc Ropp came by and 
he said, and it was patch work, I admit, and be said "Greenhalgh, 
it looks too Rube Goldbergish" and you recall the old Rube 
Goldberg cartoons. And I said to him, it works. And so he went 
on his way and he came back again and remarked again, 
"Greenhalgh, it's too Rube Goldbergish" . I said, "yes, but it 
works". He came back the next time, and with that he took the 
apparatus and wiped it into the sink, and it all crashed into the 
sink and he said, "now it doesn't work. Fix it". I went and 
fixed it, but I never forgave him .for it. A number of times, I 
didn't speak to him, didn't talk to him and then I was absolutly 
amazed that he had selected me tobelp him in the lab and then I 
got to know him in the lab and we worked together very closely 
and bad a lot of fun, a lot of laughs and any number of stories 
we could tell about the things that happened in class, and so 
forth. It was really fun working with him, and then we got to be 
very fast friends, and we are still friendly today. we had a lot 
of respect for each other. There are times when Dr. Ropp bas 
said to me, "Greenhalgh I suppose you recognize that our teaching 
philosophies always aren't the same. The only thing I can say 
about it is that you teach, not only to the A and B students, but 
also to the C and D, and I do not teach to the C and D. I'm not 
able to, as well as you are and that's our big difference". And 
he says that today. I say, "well Doc, the real reason for that is 
that I'm not very smart and I recognize the other dumb people in 
class." we joke over that quite a bit. 
Allen: Another characteristic that everyone knows about Doc Ropp 
is that he always calls everyone by their last name. 
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Milt: Oh yes. 
Allen: Still 
Milt: Still. As a matter of fact it was very easy to me because 
he was the only one in a number of years and thousands of people 
who really pronounced my name correctly. From the very first 
time, I mean, I walked into class and he looked at me and he 
said, "Greenhalgh", which he could do so well, you know, and he 
would say "Greenhalgh" and he always pronounced the names cor-
rectly and was very, no matter how tight the situation was or how 
mad he was or how upset he was, he would never fail to mention 
your name and to speak in that tone of voice, and the sometimes 
we just got laughing to no end. One of his tricks that goes with 
it, he used to have a lot of candy in the lab and one of the 
things he used to do was to eat caramels, but he never took the 
paper off. He chewed it, and when the paper became separate, he 
took the paper out after a while. He never took it off the. You 
see there are all these things that you knew about the profs. 
You know, like Ballou with his chewing, we could never find out 
what the hell he was chewing, and Zampierre, of course, you never 
knew whether he had been inbibing too much and, of course there 
was Wallace with his snapping, "Let me tell you about King 
Arthur" and all of these profs, and Alexandroff, of course, 
bowing at the waist all over the place, and Everett, of course, 
Prof. Everett was a typical southerner, and I can remember a 
classic lecture he gave time when he was giving, I forget, I 
think it was seashore, was one of the people involved in Psychol-
ogy and he was giving some theory, and he came down to the theory 
and he had worked for a half hour explaining this whole theory 
and all of a sudden he said, "Doggone it, that isn't the Seashore 
theory, that's the wrong theory." He was that type, very slow 
and so forth. so you knew these things, the profs were real to 
you. 
Allen: Coming back to Ropp and using the last names all the time. 
Many people often wonder what he calls Emily. How does he refer 
to Emily, his wife. 
Milt: well, he used to call her Jo. 
Allen: Jo, that's right. 
Milt: Just Jo, after a while, well he used to call her by her 
original name when she first came on campus, but then he called 
her Jo from then on. 
Allen: He'd been married once before. 
Milt: He married Virginia Mackey, and !knew her very well. In 
fact we and we were with them at the time, as a matter of fact we 
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didn't even know they were getting a divorce, it was so quick. 
It broke him up quite a bit. 
Allen: What happened? 
Milt: Well, I don't think, I think that Ginny thought that mar-
rying the Dr. Ropp was going to be a lot more ofcampus life and 
everything, and it just didn't work out, they way she thought it 
would. 
Allen: She had been a student at the university. 
Milt: Yes, she was in his Chemistry class. 
Allen: She went on to Simmons 
Milt: She was a very smart gal. She was, she liked to play ten-
nis and Doc liked to play tennis and so they had a mutual thing 
and they got married but it just didn't work out. 
Allen: And Emily came later as a Librarian. Her sister had been 
the librarian the year before. 
Milt: And Morrissey, that was it. She came on capus at that time 
and Doc Ropp stayed around campus. He lived not very far away 
from campus in one of these rooms up here, and when he got 
married, he moved up to the Washington Apts. Oh yes, I know the 
name of the restaurant, it was called the Fountain. That's were 
he ate most of the time. 
Allen: As a matter of fact, Charlie Petitjean said he joined 
them for dinner the evening of the afternoon that he and Emily 
were married. And it took most of the way through the meal 
before he realized that she had a wedding band on. What kind of 
an administrator as a Dean was Doc Ropp? 
Milt: Very good. He, as an administrator, he was very good. One 
of Doc Ropp's main attributes was to be able to evaluate 
everybody's program in a very short period of time, and tell them 
what should be and shouldn't be. He was very good at that. 
There were any number of instances when people would come in who 
had had trouble around the university trying to get their 
programs evaluated and Doc Ropp would do it in no time flat. And 
he was a very honest man, very direct, very honest and so on. 
Allen: And very much concerned with academic standards. 
Milt: That's right, very much. He always had one philosophy, 
first the Chemist and then the teacher. Not a teacher and then a 
chemist. 
Allen: Did this get him into trouble with the administration at 
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any time? 
Milt: Oh, yes. He got in trouble in a number of cases. What 
kind of courses and who was going to give this and who was going 
to give that, and so forth. He was always at odds with the 
administration, but he stuck to his guns. 
Allen: This deals with something that I recall in my early days 
here. It had to be before '48 before I got married, and he used 
to eat at Marina and as I did too. The Akers were there and Chuck 
Spiltoir and a few others. We all became very, very friendly. 
And he once took me for a walk after dinner one night, and said 
he had a problem, insinuated that it was the administration, and 
would I support him if the need be. He never told me what the 
problem was and was never called upon. 
Milt: Well, the problem was, not let's see, there was a fellow 
in here, on campus at that time who was very tall, thin fellow, 
who they were goiing to make the Dean of Deans. 
Allen: Harry Becker? 
Milt: Harry Becker. That was the problem. 
Allen: What would it revolve around? 
Milt: He would not submit to Becker being the Dean of Deans. And 
he told the administration that it was a choice of him or that 
and Becker never became Dean of Deans as you know. 
Allen: Now something is beginning to come in because it was a 
case of, I did hear rumors that Becker was going to become Dean 
of Arts and Sciences. 
Milt: Well, he was going to become really, yes Dean of Arts and 
Sciences. He was going to become one of the chief deans of the 
school. 
Allen: And then eventually, became Dean of the Jr.College as a 
compromise. 
Milt: It was a compromise. He didn't like Becker at all. In 
fact he disliked him very much as a conniver, so forth. And he 
had several altercations. And that's the time he went to all the 
faculty and said, and a large part of the faculty backed him up 
at that time, because he would have quite and walked out. 
Allen: Now this ties together, that's a help. 
Milt: He would have walked out. Bigsbee supported him and a lot 
of people supported him. They didn't like Becker at all. A 
later proof of Becker was, he left the university anyhow. 
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Allen: Well Becker and Fish sometimes were referred to and I 
think there was someone else, as part of the Hamden mafia that 
Littlefield brought down with him. 
Milt: Fish and there was another fellow there too, but any how, 
he didn't like, I know he told me. He was very much upset about 
Becker, he told me, "Greenhalgh, there's going to be a big 
blowup". And he told me he haad gone to Littlefield. He didn't 
like Becker at all. One of the instances that he, Becker told 
the story, they had all the Deans and their wives there. Becker 
told a dirty story. He didn't like that at all, and he went to 
Littlefield and told him that Becker wasn't going to tell stories 
like that in front of his wife, period. I don't know how bad the 
story was, I think it was just the fact that he didn't like 
Becker. 
Allen: I think it fits under the other because Ropp was very 
straight laced. 
Milt: He appreciated jokes. 
Allen: He criticized me one time for using double entondres .
And 
Milt: One of the things he did with me one time was, you see I 
was different tham most profs. In that I didn't take the class 
over right away. When I started to teach, he, I came in and I 
was probated for one solid year and this probation, when the 
night school chemistry, he started to teach night school 
chemistry. I started to help him. -when I took the class when I 
started, I started on doing all the labs and all the demonstr-
tions and doing any work that he assigned me at that time. And 
then just about, he would come into the class and say the lecture 
will be on hydrogen today and Prof. Greenhalgh will give it. And 
with that he would go back to his seat in the back of the room 
and I would, i was sitting there and he would, after the lecture 
we would go into the office and he'd tell me where he tought I'd 
made a mistake. I remember one time , I can always remember, he 
said, you use one word "irregardless" and he said there isn't any 
such word and from that day on and today that is a pet thing of 
mine, and time and time again I will, it wasn't so long ago I 
went in somebody's off ice on a very, very high level, I think 
this fellow was either vice president or president of the com-
pany and I liked him quite a bit and he said ~irregardless" and I 
thought well my god, all these years and he's pulled this one 
that I was told never to use. And he would tell me what to do 
and then the funny thing about it was he said to me one day, "but 
you think much quicker than I do." He said, "you are able to 
banter with the class much quicker than I can ,and he said you 
use examples better than I do." And I said,"well, I learned it 
from you", and he said, "yes, but you pass me". I said, "no I 
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don't think I have". He said, "oh, you certainly have." He 
said, "you teach with a flair," but see I did this for years and 
all of a sudden he said to me one time, "you've got the whole 
class" and on occasion he would come in and sit in the class and 
I remember him saying, look if you have notes, fine, I don't want 
you to have notes that you're going to read to the class, I will 
let you have notes in continuity and they are only to be topics 
but in no way are you to stand around the podium, hang on it , 
you are to move. So I tell everybody I had training for a year 
or a year and a half before I ever had a class and I said that 
doesn't happen today. A guy gets right out of school, walks 
right into class and nobody knows whether he can teach or not. 
Allen: Now we know what you got for the first year doing the 
lab, what were you paid as a part time teacher. 
Milt: Well, I think I started off with something like $30./point 
and it was a four point course so I got $120. for a semester. 
And I can remember, I got then subsequent raises, but I can al-
ways remember Halsey's philosophy was nobody ever taught for 
money. And Halsey said well, no one should teach unless they 
have been in industry for five years, especially for technical 
subjects. He said they should be in industry for a least five 
years and have at least two children. I qualified. 
Allen: Now in the meantime, you're supporting yourself at GE. 
Milt: I am a consultant at GE 
Allen: But you were with GE all this time. 
Milt: Oh yes, just about the time the war was over. Halsey 
called me into his office one day and said oh, Ropp had met me in 
the hall first, and said, Halsey wants to see you and I know what 
it's about. He wants to hire you permanently as a Chemistry 
prof. He said, "Greenhalgh, he said I don't know what he's going 
to offer you. I have no way of knowing but he said I would ask 
for the highest money that I could at this time." It is still 
early so I walked into Halsey's office and he made the offer and 
he said what do you want. He said I'll give you $5,200/year 
which was a lot then and I said, "well, gee, I don't know about 
that and he said if I do that I don't see how you can get any 
raises for the next four or five years because that is a top 
salary that we are offering at this time". And I said, oh, I was 
making more money at GE at that time, so I came back and talked 
to him and sid well, let's do this then. He said if you will take 
over the eveing chemistry and relieve Dr. Ropp and do all that 
why o.k., fine but if you see fit along the line to change your 
mind. 
Allen: And you've been part time here ever since. 
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Milt: I've been part time, when I retired from GE I was also of-
fered full time position here. I was offered two full time posi-
tions here as you know. One was the coop, the only thing with the 
coop thing was I knew about it going to be a big change in coop 
and that did not work out the way that - so I just wasn't inter-
est in taking it, but I could have gone full time right after I 
graduated but I preferred to do part time because you could pick 
you spots and teach, and otherwise, I didn't want to teach any 
more nights in the night school because I had tought over X num-
ber of years, 40 some years, at least 45 years in the night 
school so why teach in the night school now, you know. I want to 
teach in the day school, which I do now. 
Allen: Now, you've had a rather successful career at GE, a num-
ber of patents. 
Milt: Yes, I have a number of patents. 
Allen: How many? 
Milt: Well, I have at least 10 patents. I won an award in, say 
1948 somewhere in there, a Coffin award which was the award for 
outstanding work in the field of science for technical work 
called the Compton award. Sometimes referred to as the Deadly 
Award, but and I did that and since then I've had been elected to 
the Board of Trustees in the university. I've been on the Board 
of Associates. I still am. I've now been made Chairman of the 
Emeritus Council which is a new concept. I've been on the alumni 
group. I started the $100 club. 
Allen: Centuryclub? 
Milt: The Century Club. I started that and I've been quite ac-
tive in there, and in the meantime I've delivered papers, presi-
dent of the Society of Plastic Engineers and started the Connec-
ticut chapter, as a matter of fact. was the first president and 
started the chapter, and been quite active on campus with the 
alumni. I've done a lot of fund raising, and did some fund rais-
ing last year. I don't know whether I'm going to do some more 
fund raising or not. I don't know if I'm going to go to work for 
them or not, it's been talked about but I might go on board. 
Talk to the alumni, the older alumni and being, you see I'm much 
different than a lot of people because I've been in the front 
line trenches all these years. Oddly enough, I've talked to 
people on the Board of Trustees and they don't really know what's 
going on sometimes. They haven't been in the trenches. And 
Allen: Some people that we have not talked about, Jim Halsey 
Milt: Well, Jim was a dreamer, a great dreamer. Jim and I got 
along very well together . Jim was a typical dreamer. we had a 
lot of fun together. Our children knew each other and we knew 
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the Halseys quite well and in the early days of the faculty 
women, you see this is one thing, we had a faculty women's club 
that was very active, extremely active. Used to have meetings and 
we used to get together and you got to know everybody in the 
whole place. They don't have that anymore. It's too big and 
there were a lot of things that went on that were very good and 
Halsey was a dreamer, not a good business man from that 
standpoint, but some of the things that he dreamt about have been 
fulfilled . I can remember saying lots of times up at the Jr. 
College, in the early days of the Jr.College, someday this campus 
will be so big, and he didn't realize that we would have to move 
to do that. He didn't realize that we would go down to seaside 
Park, but Jim was a dremer and not a good business man but still, 
shall we say in the early days of the university wasn't afraid to 
take chances and when the university was growing like that I 
think he went hook, line and sinker. You see, a lot of other 
universities at that time, you take universities like weslyean, 
hardly expanded at all. UB went from nothing to something, all 
overnight and they took a lot of chances and a lot of them paid 
off and a lot of them didn't pay off, and with dreamers of 
course, there are disappointments but there area lot of 
fulfillments. 
Allen: Henry Littlefield. 
Milt: Well, Henry was the business man. Henry was a good busi-
ness man. I liked Henry. One thing I liked about Henry more than 
anything else which I'd even say today, you always got a decision 
out of Henry, right or wrong, you always got a decision. You may 
not like the decision, but you got it. For example, Manning who 
immediately succeeded Littlefield, the big difference between 
Manning was, you never got a decision. He threw everything into 
a committee and the committee never did anything. He was the ex-
act opposite of what Littlefield was. I got along good with 
Littlefield, very good, in fact Littlefield used to call me in 
for conferences on some of the members of the faculty and some of 
the things that happened on the campus, but and Littlefield was 
astute, he realized, the one thing he did realize more than any-
thing else was the tremendous benefits derived from part time 
faculty because he didn't have to pay them as much. He was al-
ways after the dollar. The bad thing about the whole thing was I 
thought was the rift between Halsey and Littlefield. 
Allen: Well, tell us about that. 
Milt: There was a big rift between them because they were both 
extremely jealous of each other and from the standpoint, it was a 
power struggle. I thought that at time it should have been 
handled on a much higher plane. Since the men were both indica-
tive of college intelligence, intelectual people, they should 
have been able to overcome these differences, and for a while it 
did damage to the university. It didn't help the university and 
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what it did was alienate the faculty. I think that I was dis-
apointed in them not getting together, and on the other hand, it 
was a clash of personalities. Littlefield was a business man and 
Littlefield then got the backing of a lot of people on the Board 
of Trustees because they assumed that he was the rational person, 
Halsey was a dreamer, but I think it could have been handled much 
better. 
Allen: You refer to trustees, did you know many of the trustees? 
Milt: I knew quite a few of them. I knew Dana. 
Allen: Tell us about Dana. 
Milt: Dana was an unique fellow who every once in a while would 
shock you by his rationale. One occasion I remember that he, we 
were talking about going into the big library building and the 
importance of the library on campus, and everybody was giving a 
very, very you know, how much of these libraries are used and 
this and that, and Dana's approach was, oh yes, you have to have 
a library on campus. We must have it because it is the center of 
things because he said he remembered as a young chap that every 
time he wanted to get a date, the place to go was the library and 
he sort of tore down the house with that one. He had a way of 
asking questions, pertinent questions, on the Board of Trustees 
that would throw the Board of Trustees into a dither as to one 
question he asked one day was, how much money do you spend to 
raise a dollar? And what is the rule of thumb in the university 
climate to do this? That caused more scurrying. Everyone was 
running all over the place trying to get figures, and, of course, 
I knew Ronald Maloney quite well.
Allen: I remember him vaguely, didn't know him very well. Tell 
us about Ron Maloney. 
Milt: Ron Maloney was a very good friend of Littlefield's and he 
was quite good on the campus. I remember one classic thing that 
happened. It was about the time that someone had, one of the 
faculty members advised the people on campus to burn their draft 
cards, and that was the day it came in the paper that we were 
having the Board of Trustees meeting, and Ron Maloney walked into 
the board room and said, "Henry, where the hell do you get these 
kooks that you hire? He said somewhere along the line somebody 
should have been able to find a chink in this fellow's armor. 
You got a psychology dept. and everything, and you can't find out 
that this guy is way out and says burn your draft card and then 
it gets printed on the front page of the paper." He said, 
"Henry, there's no excuse for it." And Henry, of course, was 
trying and said, well, he's got - and Ron said, "I don't care if 
he's got his PHD or what he's got, there's something wrong with 
him when he tells them to - " He was that kind of a fellow. 
Ron Maloney was a very down to earth person, I knew him quite 
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well and he was of the same opinion, because I talked to him 
about it, the difference between Littlefield and Halsey and how 
it was a problem and really shouldn't be. Of course, as you 
know, when they made Halsey Chancellor, that was the real reason 
for it but Littlefield, I have to say Littlefield made the 
decision. 
Allen: Did you know Dr. Fones. 
Milt: Just to talk to, not too well but I had talked to him a 
couple of times. He was a very respected man 
Allen: Sumner Simpson 
Milt: Oh yes, I knew Sumner Simpson. I liked Sumner Simpson. He 
was a nice guy, he was good. Most of these guys were dedicated 
to the university. 
Allen: Coming down from the later board members, Herb Cohen. 
Milt: Well Herb Cohen, I knew Herb Cohen and Herb Cohen and I had 
some disagreements, particularly when I was on the Board of 
Trustees. One thing I disagreed with Herb more than anything 
else was the time that we had the Kent thing. Herb came down on 
campus and made a speech and in an ensuing alumni meeting, I 
challanged Herb in that he should not have been introduced as a 
member of the board of trustees or as legal counsel, and whatever 
he wanted to say to that group, he had a perfect right, but not 
as a representative and he was introduced as a representative. He 
should have made this point clear as saying this does not neces-
sarily reflect the feelings of the~~board~ we had quite a talk 
when we met each other afterwards and he said, well I think the 
big thing about both of us, Milt, both of us have the university 
at heart and we approach them in two different ways. Herb Cohen 
was great for culture and I know at the time I was on the board, 
sitting next to Bernhard on the Board of Trustees, Bernhard 
wanted the center, the Humanity Center down there to be made up 
of instructional rooms. He had given a half million dollars 
towards it but he wanted to make it pretty clear that it was to 
be used for students and not just for the benefit of the Westport 
culture. And I discussed this with Littlefield at the time and I 
could see, cause I got to know Bernhard, I met him on several oc-
casion and usually sat next to him in the board meetings and he 
wanted to make things clear that he wanted the humanities build-
ing built and he wanted all the things in the theater but he 
wanted them for the students, he did not want them, he wanted in-
structional rooms in there for teaching, not just for giving a 
bunch of art exhibits and culture things just for the benefit of 
fellows from Westport. On the other hand some people thought 
this was great you got money from these people, they never really 
developed that, they never really developed that way. A lot of 
these people, they hung their hat on (?) and that's the thing 
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about it. 
Allen: Jack Field 
Milt: I knew Jack Field. Jack was alright. He was o.k. I 
didn't see anything outstanding about him. 
Allen: Fred Silliman 
Milt: Fred, I knew quite well. 
university at heart, I really think 
number of occasions down the line. 
cussed in detail Miles coming back 
was o.k. 
Allen: Newman Marsilius. 
Fred, I think Fred had the 
he did. I talked to him on a 
As a matter of fact we dis-
to the university. Silliman 
Milt: Newman did a lot of work. He was very, very dedicated to 
the university and I talked to him on a number of occasions on 
various things. Yes, he was dedicated and did a lot of work for 
the university. 
Allen: Fred Carstensen 
Milt: Yes, I knew him. I'd say that, oddly enough there was 
nothing outstanding about him that I could point out like 
Marsilius. He did some work but not. A good addition to the 
board. I thought most of the guys on the board were pretty good. 
There were some fellows that had a tendency to -. I think to be 
put on the board that maybe they thought were going to do a lot 
and didn't. I think they were very much as a matter of fact I 
don't think, they were very disappointed with Bodine. I don't 
think Bodine left them the amount of money that they thought he 
was going to leave. It didn't come out that way. 
Allen: Chaffee 
Milt: Whose that? 
Allen: Chaffee was the Chairman of the Board 
Milt: Oh, Chaffee. Well, Chaffee was an old codger. He was so 
straight laced at times, it wasn't even funny. I don't think he 
really appreciated the college from that standpoint. He objected 
to most anything that was fun. 
Allen: And then, didn't leave us any money. 
Milt: No. 
Allen: Did you know Mrs. Cooper? 
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Milt: 
Board. 
Allen: 
I, she was a nice gal. She was a good addition to the 
I don't know how it came out with her with the money. 
Mrs. Oppel 
Milt: Mrs. Oppel was a nice woman. I sat with her on the board. 
She was a good gal, intelligent. Most of them were pretty good 
from that standpoint. Some were better than others. Marsili us 
did a lot of work. Ron Maloney was interested. some of them 
were more enamored by the thing and just sat on the board, just 
sitters. 
Allen: 
it? 
If you had it to do all over again, Milt, would you do 
Milt: Oh, I guess I would. What do they say, there is no fool 
like an old fool? I had a lot of fun, I've had the experience 
that a lot of people have never had. I've done things that a lot 
of people have never done, and I've not always looked at the 
materialistic things, that some people thought I should look at, 
there were a number of occasions that people said well, you 
should do much better and you should make a lot more money and 
you should this and that but at that time I never looked at it. 
And there were always circumstances too that cropped up. You 
were a victim of the environent, the times. I was offered, right 
after the call from the war I was offered any number of jobs all 
over the country, but I was with the GE at that time. If I left 
at that time under those circumstances I was in at that time, 
you had to stay 20 years for vested rights, if you walked out, 
you lost everything. Now that's changed quite a bit but that 
wasn't when I was there. I think I made the right decision in 
not staying with the university, not coming full time. Maybe be-
cause I think I was more interested at that time in doing a lot 
of other things and I was in an exciting time with the GE Co. An 
exciting time from the standpoint of inventions and thin~s. And 
I've done alot of work in other areas, you know, and I ve been 
very active in the Patterson Club, developed a big tennis program 
up there and got interested in that. None of these things would 
have come from materialistic value and I might have climbed the 
corporate chair more if I wanted to but I didn't see fit to. I 
was asked right after I invented the electric blanket. Of course 
the electric blanket, people asked me to go to Ashford, No. 
Carolina which I didn't for a number of reasons. I'd say I might 
do it over again. Of course the circumstances might not be the 
same now, but if you look back and say, did you make any 
mistakes. No, no mistakes, maybe poor judgement, but no 
mistakes. 
Allen: Thank you, You have helped clear up a number of things I 
may come back to you to clear up some other problems. 
Milt: I can remember very, very clearly Miles, for example, when 
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he was Dean of Arts and Sciences, called me in one day and said, 
(?) what the hell is this guy Strong doing? What's wrong with 
him? well, you see those people lacked in some respects a little 
industrial work experience. somehow it got to the point it was 
brought to the attention that a lot of students were flunking 
Chemistry. It was brought to Miles attention. Miles said, well 
gees is, why is the Chemistry Dept. get all the dopes, because 
people were calling and saying what is going on here? Even Hal-
sey had called me in. Littlefield. tape ran out ••••••••••• 
End of Intrerview. 
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